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My Bucket List: (If you  don’t have one, make one!)

1.  Visit Bach’s Church in Leipzig

2. Learn  Reger’s Passacaglia

3.  Take An AGO Exam

4. Run a 10 K 

The key to happiness is having dreams-
The key to success is making dreams come true.

Begin today to decide to succeed!                                    “Today Is the First Day of the Rest of Your Life!”

Many fail, only because they have learned to live with EXCUSES!  -We all   have 24 hrs. in a day. If you 

want to be certified,  you will have to do what it to takes to not let anything 

stand in your way. Say to yourself, “If others can do it, so can I !”

Visualize receiving your certification!  The future belongs to those who 

believe in the beauty of their dreams."  

Planning Isn’t Optional!  What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?  



PLAN OF ATTACK (to “ Kick the Bucket” List)

 These suggestions are for all the Exams:

1.  Go to the EDUCATION SECTION of the AGO website-  (agohq.org) Scroll Down to   CERTIFI-

CATION)

• ! You will see Certification Chart  (An overview of what is covered in each exam and the ! !

cost) and the specifics of each exams’ requirements for 2017.  

• ! Next you will see exam locations and who to contact.

•            Then you will see a Special Page for AGO SERVICE PLAYING  with a video to explain the exam, 

other pertinent information  and a quick order form to obtain Study Materials if you need.  The last sec-

tion here is similar to the previous one, but addresses the needs of the COLLEAGUE  EXAM

•             Under the certification section you will also find a section of Educational Resources.  This sec-

tion has several videos you can watch as well as many other helpful pdf  Files.

2  GET  THE  BASIC  MATERIALS  YOU WILL NEED. (I.E. Method of Procedure for the exam you 

are taking.  

•  Get the Examination Hymn Booklet (all but the Fellowship Exam requires it!)

• Finally, Choose  and purchase your music.  Read the AGO  directions carefully-editions, etc

3.  Plan your plan of covering all the necessary parts of your particular exam.  

•Decide if you will study by yourself, with a partner, or in a group.  All have benefits.

•Have a daily time set aside to work.  Some have found 5 am best~whatever suits your body  clock!



•If you can afford private lessons, this would probably be the best feedback.  If you can’t, taping yourself  

and listening to YOU TUBE videos is also helpful.  Generally, members will be willing to listen, if you 

ask!

REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL EXAMS

I. SERVICE PLAYING EXAM (You are in charge here and know all but the sight-reading before-

hand) At the session I will give several tips and heads up on the exam ! The exam is taped and sent to 

National to be scored by 2 judges) ($150 (Student rate: 125.)

•Prepared Pieces (chosen from the 3 different groups)

•Hymn Transposition (Select One from the Examination Hymn booklet) You can write these out in the 

various keys possible, but can’t use them at the exam!

•Hymn Accompaniment (Select 2-preferably contrasting, if taking the NPM, they choose one hymn.

•Psalm Accompaniment (Choices from the Examination Hymn Booklet-

•2 Anthems (There are 4 or 5 offered-generally this is one of the harder problems!)

•Sight-Reading (No pedals required-on 2 staves 

II. COLLEAGUE EXAM (Can be taken in 2 parts and also NPM Certification) Recorded and sent to 

National-No live judges (Has a 20 minute preparation time before the actual exam begins! You can 

use this time for going over the transposition piece, the improv and harmonization. ($175/150) 

•Prepared Pieces (Limited to 2 in each style, you pick one from each style.  These are generally a bit 

more difficult than the service playing pieces.

•Transposition (Is hymn-like in two staves, but you don’t see it in advance.  With or without pedals-

(Practicing 2 hymns a day can be beneficial in this part of the exam!)

•Hymn Accompaniment (2 from the Examination Hymn Booklet with an Introduction.  Attention to the 

text should produce a difference in registration for the two verses.  

•One anthem and one solo are selected for you!  You do not have a soloist!

•Sight-reading is in 3 staves.  Practicing Rheinberger Trios  0r similar material is good preparation.



•Modulation (You are given three methods for this part of the exam.  Choose the one in which you feel 

you are most comfortable.)

•Harmonizing a melody ( A Good way to practice is to write down a hymn melody and then put your 

harmony under it and see if it works!  Remember to use primary chords, i.e. I, IV, V and inversions the 

most. You can choose from a folk melody, chant or hymn tune

III.  CHOIR MASTER EXAM (Can be taken in two parts) On Sight Judges ($300/250)

•Choral Pieces to Conduct -Rehearse and direct  the choir in a performance of 3 given pieces.

•Vocal Techniques (questions asked regarding various phases-breathing, vowels, etc.

•Liturgy (Be familiar with many different liturgies, liturgical terms, including Jewish rites

•Theory (Harmonic Analysis, Chord Progressions) Harmonize a melody; Play cadences

•Music History (some questions are crossed over from AAGO exams)

•Choral Literature (several questions regarding pieces and composers of great works, etc

•Hymnody- Play one hymn from Hymn Booklet/ Know composers, authors of hymns

•Ear-Training  (one 2 part and one to identify errors)

•Gregorian Chant transcription

IV.  ASSOCIATE EXAM (Can be taken in two parts) $300/250 On Site Judges, written sent in

•Prepared Pieces (These are masterworks from 4 different time frames choose one from each)

•Sight-reading (is open score

•Figured Bass (Accompany at Sight)

•Transposition (not more than a M2 up or down, has accidentals) Can play through once

•Melody/Bass harmonization (Starts of with only Melody you harmonize, then switches to giving only 

the bass!  It is hymn-like!



•Improvisation (you are given 3 choices-a plain chant, a ground bass or hymn

•Analysis -extensive analysis of a work from any genre

•Fugue (writing fugue subjects and fugal answers)

•Dictation (one melodic line and one 2 part)

•Composition-Harmonization (given a short incipit and you are to finish it in the same style!)

•General Musical Knowledge (Some questions might be from recentTAO’s -several questions on organ 

construction, etc.

Dupre took pains to learn each piece a measure at a time.  He would practice it 16 times in a row but 

only perfectly.  He’d start over if he messed up!  SO if he had to be that patient, why can’t we?

V. THE  FELLOWSHIP EXAM $300/250.  No student rate.  On Site Judges.

•Prepared Pieces (These are masterworks from 4 different time frames choose one from each)

•Transposition - not more than a 3rd

•Arrange an accompaniment for organ and play a piano accompaniment of  a vocal score at sight.

•Sight-reading an or piece (2-3 pages) with manual changes; passage in open score with C Clefs!

•Improv-2 minutes in ABA form, Theme A is given

•Ear Tests-one 4 part and one 2 voice counterpoint

•Written- Extensive !

TODAY  IS  THE FIRST  DAY  OF  THE  REST  OF  YOUR  LIFE!  MAKE  IT  COUNT!-The Exami-

nation Hymn Booklet: 2013 Revised Edition With Service Playing Certificate Test Supplement is 

available in PDF format. Contact the certification office at exams@agohq.org to obtain a copy.

At the session I will give several tips in taking the exams, give door prizes, and have several re-

sources to help.  Email me if you’d like any of these materials! mawinden@att.net
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